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Abstract
National and international initiatives are underway around the globe to digitise
the vast treasure troves of historical artefacts they contain and make them
available as digital libraries (DLs). The developed DLs are often constructed from
facsimile pages with pre-existing metadata, such as historic newspapers stored
on microfiche or generated from the non-destructive scanning of precious
manuscripts. Access to the source documents is therefore limited to methods
constructed from the metadata. Other projects look to introduce full-text
indexing through the application of off-the-shelf commercial Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) software. While this has greater potential for the end user
experience over the metadata-only versions, the approach currently taken is
“best effort” in the time available rather than a process informed by detailed
analysis of the issues. In this thesis, we investigate if a richer level of support and
service can be achieved by more closely integrating image processing techniques
with DL software.

The thesis presents a variety of experiments, implemented within the recently
published open-source OCR System (Ocropus). In particular, existing
segmentation algorithms are compared against our own based on Hough
Transform, using our own created corpus gathered from different major online
digital historic newspaper archives.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Libraries and archives are increasingly digitising physical resources and presenting
the result of such labours as digital libraries (DLs), available for the world to
access. Collections, such as historic newspapers, are a particularly popular choice
to digitise as they are usually free of copyright restrictions. A common practice
for making an historical newspaper searchable is to apply off-the-shelf
commercial OCR (Optical Character Recognition). Given the budget and
time-constraints of such projects, it is fair to say the procedure has been less than
scientific.

Furthermore, the typography of historic newspapers presents several novels and
interesting challenges, which have not yet been taken into account by present
work (both research and available software). For that reason the endeavour of
this thesis is to conduct a more rigorous evaluation of relevant techniques.

1.1 Background
Historical newspapers often do not have an electronic copy available, and many
of them are already out of copy. Even with the original copy available, the
accessibility to such a copy is often difficulty. Many of them can only be accessed
from the national library of one’s country and special authorisation might be
required. Pests, humidity and natural disasters potentially pose the greatest
threat to their preservation in physical form.
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Fortunately the advancement of the technological devices such as microfilm,
scanner and digital camera, provide alternative solutions for the preservation of
historical newspapers. Particularly with scanner and digital camera capturing
scan or image, we can then store the digitised images into the computer’s
repository, in such way the image itself is protected from deterioration for the
time being. Numerous copies can then also be made effortlessly for backup
purposes. Technical obsolescence is the main spectre to digital preservation, and
strategies to guard against this are well documented (Witten, Bainbridge 2002).

Newspapers, especially historical newspapers hold a significant value to the local
community, one’s nation and even to the whole world. Historical newspapers can
be published daily, weekly or even monthly, and feature articles and columns
expanded over the flow of time, recording the histories and events of the
communities during a particular time frame of human history, with a substantial
amount of detail and information. Such information can become an immense
asset not only to the general community, but to all the academic communities in
the assistance of the research. In addition to the above it is also a valuable tool to
historians, economists, ecologists, geologists, and the like.

Conversely, such historical treasures of human history will become less practical if
we do not have the appropriate portal to access all the information efficiently.
Blessed by the technology of today, we are now able to digitise all the historical
newspapers into computer repositories using a variety of devices. Nonetheless
this is only stage one towards storing the treasures, as the digitised newspapers
will be saved in various image format (JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIFF, GIF). Therefore the
contents cannot be directly accessible. This is to say we cannot simply apply a
9

search to its content like we could in Google (to find relevant web pages).

In order for the content to be searchable, a typical way is to apply OCR to every
image that we digitised. (An example will be given in Section 1.3). The technique
of OCR here refers to the method of converting each character within a digital
image into computer readable text (ASCII or Unicode text). In such a way we can
then obtain the searchable text and link it with the digitised image.

After decades of research and development (Mori et al. 1992) the technique of
OCR has become reasonably mature, with a high accuracy of recognition rate.
Once we have both digitised image and the text after OCR, we can then use these
documents to construct a digital library collection.

1.2 Synopsis
The structure of this thesis is as follow. An example of a historic newspaper DL is
given in the next section; followed by a brief overview of a modern open source
digital library system, Greenstone. In Chapter 2 we review the image-processing
and document layout analysis algorithms the work is based upon. Related
projects are also summarised. In addition, possible frameworks for
implementation of digitised image analysis are introduced.

The software implementation of the chosen framework is explained in Chapter 3
as well as the corpus used for the experiments and the reason for choosing them.
The results of the devised are presented experiments in Chapter 4. Different
experiments have been run based on different algorithms, in order to better
10

understand and evaluate their performance and characterises when processing
historic newspaper images. An experiment has also been performed by using a
combination of different algorithms, for the evaluation of the segmentation
performance on the historical newspaper layout. Chapter 5 provides a summary
and conclusions of the work.

1.3 Walk through of “Papers Past”
In this section demonstrate an example of an historic newspapers collection
website call “Papers Past” (Papers Past 2009). The website is provided by the
National Library of New Zealand (NATLIB NZ 2009). It was launched in year 2001
with 250,000 pages of historic New Zealand newspapers.

In the initial version, no text was available for indexing, and the only way to find
content was to browse your way to a particular newspaper. It was essentially the
digital equivalent of using a microfiche reader.

New pages are added into the collections regularly, and in year 2007 the website
was re-launched with new user interface, in addition to the new full-text search
functionality based on OCR’d data for one third of the collection. Their goal is to
eventually make the whole collection searchable. One of the main reasons for
introducing full-text search is based on the response of users of Papers Past, as is
mentioned in the following statements.

“Papers Past was digitised images, so using it was difficult. There was a lot of
feedback from users who wanted better access.” says Tracy Powell, Project Leader,
11

Innovation Centre, NLNZ (Papers Past case study 2008). Undeniably the collection
with such a volume will appear to be extremely difficult for any users to locate
their desired information.

At the time of writing, “Papers Past” holds slightly more than one million
digitised New Zealand newspapers from all regions of New Zealand, with
collections covering the years from 1839 to 1920.

In terms of the technology used, the re-launched Papers Past utilises Greenstone
(detail in Section 1.4) as its primary collection constructing system. In order to
make the collection full-text searchable, use of the off-the-shelf commercial OCR
software was introduced for automatically generating searchable newspaper text.
The main part of the budget was spent on having the regions of the paper
categorised by hand.

The text is then indexed using Greenstone and associated with the corresponding
digitised image, though at this stage due to the vast amount of data, the website
is yet unable to provide the user with a manually corrected version of text i.e. a
lot of mistakes are to be expected.

These mistakes will substantially decrease the amount of information that users
can access. For example, if the user search for the word “rugby” in the collection,
but a proportion of the text within the collection has been recognised as “rugbv”
during the procedure of OCR, these results will be missed.
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Figure 1.3a: Papers Past website.

Figure 1.3a illustrates the main website of Papers Past. When we first arrive at
the site, the system will display one issue of a newspaper by randomly selecting a
date and region from the collection. The website provides three different
browsing methods for the user: they can browse the collection by date, region or
title. In addition the user can simply enter the phrases or any words in the search
textbox provided above the three browsing options.

By clicking on the “by date” link on Figure 1.3a, the “browse by date” page will be
shown to the user. The user can then select the date in order of year, month
followed by day, and a number of newspapers associated with such date will then
be revealed. However, not all the months and days can be selected. Those that
can be selected are indicated by underlining.
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Figure 1.3b: Browse by date structure.

As we can see from Figure 1.3b three newspapers are shown to the user, as three
of them are all associated with the date August 18, 1849. The red asterisk icon at
the end of each newspaper title indicates that the title is also searchable by the
user. This is an example of finding a particular item within the collection by
searching its title metadata in Greenstone. If the user wishes to view the actual
digitised image of one of the newspapers, they can do so by clicking on the title.
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Figure 1.3c: Details of one newspaper issue.

By clicking on one of the displayed newspaper titles “New Zealander”, we will
then be shown the layout information of this particular issue. As we can see from
Figure 1.3c it specifies on the left hand side the number of pages in this issue, of
which only four pages in this case, can be directly accessed.

In addition, the content of each page is listed on the right hand side. The content
structure for each page is primarily based on columns, which is very similar to the
structure of contemporary newspapers. As in Figure 1.3c there are four columns
identified under Page one. If the user wishes to access one particular column as
an alternative to the whole page, they can do so by clicking on the column link. In
some cases the content has been enlarged with supplementary details, such as in
Page Two, four subtitles have been listed.
15

These are not based on the structure of columns, but instead they are based on
the title of each article or events. To a certain extent such structure is more user
driven as it offers users more information before they access the image.
Considerably more logical than column one, column two, column three, et cetera.

Figure 1.3d: Browse by region structure.

An alternative way to browse newspapers is by its region. By clicking on a region
icon from Figure 1.3a, the page with a map of New Zealand will be shown.
Clicking the region that we want to view, will access the newspapers available for
this region and will then be displayed on the right hand side. In Figure 1.3d we
selected the Waikato region. Two newspapers have been listed. Both newspapers
list the years of the available issues in the current collection. By clicking on the
title of newspaper selected we will then be able to access this particular issue by
either browsing, by date, or searching within this newspaper.
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Figure 1.3e: Browse by title structure.

The last browsing structure is “browsing by title”, which lists the entire collection
of newspapers, along with the years of available issues. As Figure 1.3e shows we
can only see a portion of newspapers with red asterisk at the end, which
indicates they are searchable. Those without the asterisk at this stage can only be
browsed.
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Figure 1.3f: Search page with optional filters.

Recently the search function has been introduced to Papers Past website: it
increases the user’s accessibility to related newspapers. We can access the search
function by clicking on to the third button in the menu bar. As in Figure 1.3f we
have three options for search keywords. We can choose from “exact phrase”,
“Any of your words”, or “All of your words”, and the results will be based on the
option we choose. Underneath the search textbox optional filters are provided
for the user, which allows them to narrow down the newspaper (region
indicated), date or content type and the option to display a preview image with
the results.
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Figure 1.3g: Search results.

Figure 1.3g illustrates the results of our searching, with the keyword “Football
Auckland VS Waikato”, and with following filter options, Newspaper: Waikato
Times, Date: 01 January 1839 – 31 December 1882, Content Type: All content
types. Two results have been returned from the collection. In addition the system
highlights the word on the newspaper image that matched with our keyword. By
clicking on to the desired newspaper title we will able to see the digitised image
of the corresponding article. Additionally, the website also provides a sorting
function which allows the user to sort the results by either “best match first”,
“date”, “newspaper title”, “article title”, or “content type”.
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Figure 1.3h: Digitised image from one of the newspapers in search results.

Figure 1.3h shows an excerpt of digitised newspaper images from the previous
search results. Just above the image there is a red highlighted text “View
computer-generated text” which gives the option to view the text generated
from off-the-shelf commercial OCR software.
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Here is the OCR text up until the first semicolon:
“The Waikato Times. "OMNE SOLUM FORTI PATRIA." TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 1878
Wi, remember lilmi in<^ yhe following story A w 'entleinan was in search of a
friend's house ;”

As we can see from the OCR text above, there are a significant amount of
recognition errors except for the first line, which lists the name of newspaper,
article title and the date, which could be manually inputted by the human editor.
There are many factors which will cause recognition error; we will return to this
point in Chapter 2.

1.4 Greenstone Digital Library
The past decade has seen Digital Library (DL) software transition from research
systems to production level software, deployed by countless organisations
around the world. Among others, Greenstone is one of the most comprehensive
and mature open-source software systems (Witten et al. 2000). The system
allows the users to gather different types of digital objects and construct them
into a digital collection with ease. There is no limitation on what the digital
objects can be, including video, audio, image in addition to text. The digital
collections constructed by Greenstone can also be full-text searched and browsed,
based on the metadata of each digital object within the collections.

A simple definition of metadata can be encapsulated as “Data that describes
other data”. For example, we can assign title, creator, subject, description, and so
forth to each digital object. There are many different metadata standards that
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have been developed. One of the most widely used is called “Dublin Core”.
Greenstone is agnostic towards metadata set, providing “Dublin Core” as a
default.

In order to accommodate the diversity of digital objects and construct them into
a digital collection, Greenstone utilises the concept of document parsing “plugins”.
Each plugin has different abilities for processing different digital objects.
For Example, a plugin “PagedImagePlugin” (Greenstone Plugins 2009) has been
developed in the system to sustain the digital objects consisted with digitised
document image and OCR text.

The plugin will associate each digitised image to a text file and give the user the
option to view both sources of information. The drawback for building the
newspaper collection in such a manner is that the processing of OCR images is
assumed to, already have happened, this might not be of a great concern in the
small size collection. However, it will be extremely time consuming and inefficient
for the collection with greater scale. Even with the most cutting edge OCR
technology we cannot guarantee the result will be one hundred percent accurate
due to many different factors, and almost always the correction of the results is
necessary by human editors in order to achieve the perfect result.

The functionality of the plugin can also be further extended based on the user’s
requirements. Once the collection has been built by Greenstone, it can then
easily be made accessible through a variety of mediums, such as internet,
CD-ROMs, DVDs and most recently even on an iPod (Bainbridge et al. 2008).
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Chapter 2 - Background
There are several essential steps a digitised document must undergo for inclusion
into a digital library: image pre-processing, analysing document layout. Each of
steps will determine the quality of the end result in the digital library. Details of
these steps are given in this chapter. In addition, a review of related previous
projects is given. Following this we look at several possible framework candidates
that can be used for building the framework.

2.1 Image-processing techniques
2.1.1 Binarisation
One of the fundamental techniques that is often utilised, before the process of
OCR, is called binarisation. During the process of digitisation of the historic
newspapers through either scanner or digital camera, common practice is to save
the resultant image as greyscale. The reason for this is that the majority of
newspapers (especially historic newspapers) are published in monochrome. It
was not until recent decades that a significant amount of multicolour printing
started to emerge in the contemporary newspapers.

The most straightforward algorithm for applying binarisation on the greyscale
image, is to choose a threshold value such as 127 (the approximate midpoint
from 255), and turn all the pixel values below the threshold to 1 (black), followed
by changing the values above the threshold to 0 (white). The resulting image will
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then be binarised. This, algorithm however, is inadequate for many situations, as
the threshold value might not be evenly distributed throughout the whole image.
For example, it could be affected by uneven distribution of light, when the image
is taken by the digital camera. In order to solve such deficiencies many other
binarisation algorithms have been proposed — such as Sauvola (Sauvola,
Pietikäinen 2000) and Otsu (Otsu 1979) — which present us with more complex
methods that allow the threshold to be adaptive depending on different digitised
images. This class of algorithm is frequently referred to as adaptive binarisation
or adaptive thresholding. As a result, the algorithm provides more accurate
binarisation to greyscale imaging.

Binarisation algorithm for coloured images can also be created in a similar
manner. It can also be achieved by first converting the image into greyscale then
processing the image with binarisation. Not only is binarisation one of the most
commonly known image pre-processing techniques, but as well, takes an
important role before OCR, as the majority of commercial OCR software requires
the image to be binarised before it can recognise the characters within the image.
Several other image processing algorithms also required the input image to be
binarised beforehand.

2.1.2 De-skew
Skew often occurs during the process of image digitisation. For instance when we
place a paper document on a scanner, most often the document will not be one
hundred percent perpendicular to the edge of the scanner. Consequently
digitised image will appear to have a certain amount skew to either the right or
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left. Similarly, if we capture an image with the digital camera, unless it is fixed
with something like tripod the image will most probably result in skew.

Alternatively skew may already be present in a printed document. For instance, in
the setting of the moveable type used when the historical newspapers were
printed. Hence skew can easily result through such technology.

Figure 2.1a: Example of line text de-skew (left: before, right: after).

In order to solve the problem of skew regardless of its cause, many algorithms
have been developed for the purpose, such as the nearest neighbour clustering
(Ávila, Lins 2005), Hough transform (A. Amin, S. Fisher 2000), Projection Profile (A.
Bagdanov, J. Kanai 1997) and many more. Each de-skew algorithm has its own
characteristics. Some perform better than others over different types of
documents. The implementation of algorithms also has an effect on the
performance (time spent, error rate) and results.
Figure 2.1a demonstrates a simple example of a de-skewing line of text. The
image on left hand side illustrates a line of text with a few degrees of skew
towards left — the image on the right hand side demonstrates the line of text
after de-skew algorithm has been applied (based on the RAST algorithm
described in Section 2.1.5).

Most de-skew algorithms are limited to dealing with one skew angle, (such as the
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image in Figure 2.1a) although the text is skewed each character is still positioned
in a line. In such cases by correcting the line to horizontal or 180 degrees all the
text will be de-skewed. However if each character is skewed in its own direction
i.e. all the characters are not positioned in one line, or multiple skew exists in one
document image, it will then require extra effort for correcting such skew.

Related studies has been done (Spitz 2003) which demonstrates a promising
technique for de-skewing document images with multiple skew and even image
distortions caused during digitisation.

De-skew has become one of the essential image processing techniques,
especially for document images that contain text. It is also a crucial process
before OCRing the image, as the OCR engine relies on comparing character image
in order to distinguish between the characters. Hence applying OCR without
de-skew will significantly decrease the accuracy of character recognition. In the
majority of cases de-skew is necessary, prior to utilising further image processing
techniques such as layout analysis algorithm or segmentation algorithm. Often
implementation of algorithms will take the collocation of each character,
sentence or paragraph into account. Therefore without de-skew, error rate could
be increased to a great extent for many algorithms.

2.1.3 Noise-Removal
During the process of document image digitisation, noise could be created from
the dust or spot attached to the digitisation device, such as the surface of the
scanner or lens of the digital camera, et cetera. Typically types of noise called
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“salt and pepper” are often caused by lack of light and interruption of dark
during the process of digitisation on optical devices.

Furthermore, spots can originate from the original document, in particular for
the historic newspapers where significant amount of ink residue will be expected.
For a period of time, microfilm has been mostly used for historic newspaper
preservation. However through the period of time, the quality of the film, which
maybe starting to degrade, will contribute to the noise during the digitisation.

It will be impractical and time consuming if one attempts to remove the noise
from a collection of digitised document images. For that reason various noise
removal algorithms have been developed. Algorithms such as non-linear based
(Rudin, Osher, Fatemi 1992), or linear based (Song, Delp 1992), plus a variety of
other algorithms have been developed or extended, based on these two
categories. Both categories possess different characteristics and have often been
used simultaneously or on top of each other.

A variety of noise removal functions can frequently be found in many commercial
photos editing software such as Adobe Photoshop, and PhotoImpact, et cetera.
They also provide in an open source (free distribution) photo editing software
such as GIMP, Netpbm and ImageMagick, et cetera.
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Figure 2.1b: Example of noise removal (left: before, right: after).

Figure 2.1b demonstrates a simple example for removing border noise from a
digitised image using an algorithm developed throughout this thesis (more will
be mentioned later on). Such border noises, often occurs during the process of
image digitisation of the microfilm. Nevertheless, this algorithm presents only
one of the solutions among many others, for noise removal.

In the processing of OCR, noise in the digitised image is an imperative factor. Any
undesired noise within the range of the character will potentially increase the
error rate of OCR. For example, if noise existed underneath the character “v”, the
OCR engine will very likely misinterpret it as character “y”.
Layout analysis and segmentation algorithms too will be influenced by the noise,
as some algorithms can be extremely sensitive to every component within the
image, even the most insignificant one. Consequently, incorrect analysis and
results might be given.

Noise removal is an essential image pre-processing technique, especially when
dealing with an extensive amount of digitised images. It is tremendously time
consuming if artificial processes are to be involved. Nevertheless, different
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algorithms can be further extended or developed to enable them to be used
under different circumstances.

2.1.4 Document Layout Analysis
When we digitise a document, it becomes a digitised document image which can
be displayed on the computer screen. Nonetheless, the image of a document is
significantly different compared to a document in Microsoft Word or a document
in a PDF file.

In the Word document we are able to define each page, paragraph, sentence,
word and even characters with an incredible amount of detail and information.
This information allows Word to distinguish different components within this
document. For example, when we select a title and assign to it with heading
properties in Word, its appearance will be changed according to the default
settings in Word. Furthermore, when we insert an image in Word, we
automatically tell the software it is an image. Such information is vital to Word, as
it describes both the physical and logical structure of a document, components
within the document and how they should be displayed. This information can
also be used by Word for exporting the document as a different type of file in
order for it to be utilised by other software.

Contrary to the above, such document structure information does not existed in
the digitised document image. In general, image files only carry information such
as, type of image file, dimension of the image (width and height), resolution
(horizontal and vertical), and value of each pixel within the image, et cetera.
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Therefore, techniques for extracting the information of document structures is
often is referred to as Document Layout Analysis (DLA) or Document Image
Analysis (DIA).

This process of automatically identifying and classifying the possible elements
within a digitised document image and extracting them, is also referred to as
document segmentation or automatic zoning.

Generally speaking, a digitised document can be constructed with many different
types of elements. Types of the elements can vary depending on the structure of
the document. Take the newspaper for example in the First international
Newspaper Segmentation Contest (Gatos et al. 2001). Seven elements (Text, Title,
Inverse Title (heading), Horizontal line, Vertical line, Photo and Graphic/Drawing)
had been chosen for evaluating the structure of the newspapers.

These seven elements cover most of the components that we could find in the
newspaper (both historic and contemporary). Elements can also be further
refined depending on the circumstances, such as separated title into headings
and sub headings, or text into columns, paragraphs, lines, words even characters.
Nevertheless, not all elements are applicable to all newspaper structures. For
instances photographs do not appear in the historic newspapers prior to 1897.

In 1897, The New York Tribune was the first newspaper that started to print
halftone photographs, by adopting the photoengraving process that had been
invented in 1860 in England and perfected by Federic E. Ives of Cornell University
in 1886 (Kanungo, Allen 1999). Therefore we can say that prior to the invention
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of a photoengraving process, only hand sketch graphic and drawings would be
expected in the newspapers.

In the past two decades, many algorithms have been developed in order to
provide a possible solution for the requirement of DLA. Algorithms such as
projection profile, connected components, smearing, Hough Transform, RAST,
and XY-Cut, et cetera. Each technique has its strengths and weaknesses,
depending on objectives and the implementation of the algorithm. Some
perform better than others.

A review among several segmentation algorithms has been given (Cattoni,
Coianiz et al. 1998). This review categorised the adopted algorithms based on
different objectives, such as text segmentation, page segmentation et cetera.
Each objective has its own purpose, and a brief description for the
implementation of the algorithms for different research along with their
advantages and disadvantages being mentioned.

Document segmentation is an important process to both OCR process and
construction of a digitised document collection within DL. Imagine if we feed an
image (without any line, photo, or drawing) containing one word, one sentence
or one paragraph of text to the OCR software, most of the time the software
should be able to translate the image into ASCII text without too much difficulty.
However, if we feed the OCR software with a document image (with lines, photo,
or drawing) consisting of certain layout structure such as historic newspapers, it
would then be challenging for the OCR software to return ASCII text with high
accuracy, as the lines or photos will probably cause recognition error, due to the
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fact that they are unable to be recognised by the software.

On the other hand, if we carry out the segmentation before passing on the image
to OCR software, it will reduce the risks of inputting non-text images which might
simply be ignored or output as gibberish by the OCR software. Moreover, we
simplify the tasks for OCR software by providing one block of text image at a time,
which guarantees certain recognition accuracy.

Furthermore, the layout information extracted after segmentation, can also be
included when building the digital collection, such as formatting the ASCII text
according to the original layout, or highlighting the keyword searched, as
previously demonstrated in the Papers Past website. This will provide the user
with additional supplementary support when accessing the digital collection.

Nevertheless, there is still room for the algorithm to be further enhanced, in
order to provide better Document Layout Analysis for many other purposes.

In the following section, we will briefly introduce three segmentation algorithms
(RAST, XY-Cut and Hough Transform) that have been utilised in our experiments,
along with a brief of their history and how they work.

2.1.5 RAST Algorithm
RAST stands for “Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision of Transformation Space”
(Breuel 1992). Compared with other algorithms RAST uses no heuristics nor
looses potential solutions. It combines the idea of multi-resolution matching,
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Hough Transform, search-based recognition, and bounded error recognition. In
(Breuel 1992) empirical data shows the RAST algorithm has a better performance
than Hough Transform.

The basic idea of RAST, is to start with a transformation space, which contains all
the transformation models that we need from the image. The algorithm then
finds all the associations between the images and the model. The matching
results are then evaluated from the associated sets. The RAST algorithm first
starts with finding potential solution at large scale and refining and verifying
them recursively into finer scale.

The RAST algorithm can be implemented for a diverse range of purposes, such as
3D object recognition from an image, facial recognition in modern digital camera,
and document segmentation.

2.1.6 XY-Cut Algorithm
The initial idea of XY-Cut algorithm can be traced back to 1984 (Nagy, Seth 1984).
The algorithm was presented in order to describe the basic layout for a digitised
document image (by scanner). This algorithm was referred to as X-Y Tree by the
authors. With the limited computer memory issue back then, the author
proposed using tree as the data structure. Hence it was referred as X-Y Tree.
The primary initiative of this algorithm is to structure a digitised image into many
rectangular blocks, with each node in the tree represented as a rectangular block
obtained from its parent’s node. The rectangular block can be obtained vertically
(Y Cuts) or horizontally (X Cuts) depending on the pixel gaps (white space)
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between each block in both X and Y directions.

Akin to RAST algorithm where the model needs to be defined, in XY-Cut
algorithm, “rules” have to be set as well depending on the structure of the
document, in order for the algorithm to determine where to perform the cutting.

As the result of this algorithm, the first node (root node) in the tree will represent
the entire page image. Layout structure of the document will also be preserved
according to the cutting sequences, with the exact location of each block and its
size to be recorded. This process has often been implemented recursively
throughout its development over the years, and has therefore been referred to
as the Recursive XY-Cut algorithm.

Due to the fact that this algorithm is initially designed to recognise the layout
structure of technical journals, and it has often been used in the manner of topdown, it is generally more suitable for documents with hierarchical structure such
as technical journals, business records, and newspapers et cetera. Furthermore,
the page is guaranteed to be fully segmented.

2.1.7 Hough Transform
This algorithm was invented by Richard O. Duda and Peter E. Hart in 1972 (Duda
and Hart 1972) they referred to the algorithm as the generalised Hough
Transform. Primarily this algorithm was invented for the needs of line and curve
recognition from the digitised images. However, it has been made popular by
Ballard (Ballard 1980) with his work of using Hough Transform for detecting
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different shapes within the image, such as circles, ellipses and triangles.
Moreover, we can use Hough Transform as a universal transform, in order to
detect any arbitrary shapes.

Figure 2.1c: Example of line transform into Hough space (GNU free
documentation license).

The fundamental concept for line detection in Hough Transform is to convert the
potential lines from the image into a two dimensional Hough space. Figure 2.1c
demonstrates the transformation of two lines from an image into Hough space.
Hough space is represented by two vectors (distances from the centre and an
angles of the line), we can treat the Hough space as a two dimensional array of
accumulators. Whenever the line passes through a pixel at the particular
distances and angle, we increase the value of the correspondent accumulators.
Consequently, the accumulators containing the highest value, indicates the
potential lines on the image, which will also be represented as the brightest dots
in the Hough space.
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Figure 2.1d: Geometric representation of a line.

Hough Transform utilises an algebraic equation to validate the line. Figure 2.1d
illustrates a geometric representation of line “O” within a two dimensional space.
If we draw a perpendicular line “P” from the origin to line “O”, by knowing “X”
and “Y” we can then find out the angle of line “O” using the following equation.

P = x cos θ + y sin θ

Hough Transform can also be used for document skew detection, as it can
accurately detect the angle of the lines appearing within an image to the smallest
degree of precision (0.5 degree or even 0.1 degree if necessary). Alternatively, it
is also a great algorithm for detecting the staves on the music sheets.
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2.2 Related Document Image
Analysis Projects
In the past decades there have been many projects focused on document image
analysis and archiving. Each of them proposes different solutions for analysing
and archiving their target documents and they tend to deal with one genre of
document collection: newspaper, index card, journal, letters, and so on.

During the process of document analysis, user configurability of the settings used
in the system, can have significant impact on the accuracy of the results. The
prototype system has been built in such a manner in order to archive more than
500,000 index cards of Lepidoptera (Butterfilies and Moths) and Coleoptera
(Beetles) for the UK Natural History Museum (Downton et al. 2006). The archive
is then made searchable with validation and correction support through
web-editing of the online digital archive. The system has the ability for image
pre-processing, document analyse, OCR (Abbyy FineReader 6.0) and
post-processing.

Five binarisation algorithms have been implemented into the system for image
pre-processing. XY-Cut algorithm has been chosen for DIA as the index cards are
of text block structure. Therefore the XY-Cut algorithm is more suitable for this
type of document. OCR software is configured with specific dictionaries in order
for more accurate word recognition. Regular expression is used during the
post-processing for generating database strings for input to the online database.
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The dimensions and structure of an index card are roughly equal. For example,
“Species” has always been typed on the top left hand corner of the card.
However, there could be slight differences between each card. Therefore a fuzzy
configuration has been introduced into the system, which allows users to
approximately define the region of the desired text block. The configuration can
then be saved for the purpose of batch processes on other index cards with
similar layouts.

Full-text access for historical newspapers has posed a potential problem from
time to time, especially with the larger scale collections. A possible system can be
build in order to provide universal access to historical newspapers with full-text
searchable access (Kanungo and Allen 1999). It aims to extract the entire
newspaper articles from zones of text, which back in 1999, to a great extent have
not been considered by the research communities. The proposed system is
involves three main functions - OCR module, Information Retrieval module and
User Interface module. The potential problem of historic newspaper layouts have
been mentioned in this research. Page layout has changed over time. In the early
1800s newspaper articles were typed very closely together with little space
between lines and columns. The layout and fonts change from time to time and
can be quite distinct according to different countries.

Kanungo and Allen built a small corpus from the paper copy of original papers of
the Brooklyn Eagle for November 11, 1917, as well as from the microfilm which
covers issues of the newspapers.

As much commercial OCR software fails to recognise text in highly degraded
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images, Kanungo and Allen decided to build a prototype OCR system using a
commercial development kit. A number of Image pre-process techniques have
also been included within the Information Retrieval module, such as de-skew, line
removal, noise removal and finally with the XY-Cut algorithm for segmentation.
After segmentation they classified each zone into text and non-text using a
statistical decision tree. However it requires a dataset of images from manual
segmentation and labelling.

Two type of interface have been suggested in the User Interface module. First
interface is for the end user such as researchers and students. They can directly
access the newspaper by a full-text search. Second an interface for corpus
developers, which allow them to inspect and update OCR and segmentation
errors.

In order for evaluating the performance of a system, the authors propose to
create an abundant amount of corpora, which includes digitising the Negro
Newspaper Collection as well as other ethnic newspapers around USA, in
addition to 15 years of The New York Times. Ultimately, statistical stratified
sampling methods, will be used to create a representative image dataset with
ground-truth for the evaluation. Ground-truth can be defined as “an authentic
sections on the document image contains desired information by human editor,
in addition with its layout precisely corresponded to other sections both
physically and logically.”

Other than English, research of analysing and archiving historic newspapers has
also been done in other languages, for example Greek (Gatos et al. 2000).
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Authors presented the solution to problems related to newspaper image
enhancement, segmentation into various items (title, text, image et cetera), and
dataset from a large test bed of old newspaper issues.

During image pre-processing, an accurate and quick method has been used for
image enhancement. Authors transform the binary image into greyscale then
apply filtering using the slide window with a predefined threshold. This process is
then repeated for both shrinking and swelling, in order to achieve satisfactory
image enhancement. In terms of de-skew, fast Hough Transform has been chosen
for its enhanced performance over the normal Hough Transform. A technique has
been developed by authors in combination with fast Hough Transform for
efficient skew detection, which they referred to as Block Hough Transform.

In terms of page segmentation, a new technique has been proposed, based on
gradual extraction of the components in the order of lines, images and drawings,
background lines, special symbols, text and title block. Identification of potential
images or drawings have been performed using the Run Length Smoothing
Algorithm. The segment is then extracted using Connected Component Analysis.
Finally the segment is analysed by Fast Fourier Transform to confirm the
existence of images or drawings. Special emphasis on article identification and
reconstruction, has also been mentioned by the authors, although these issues
have been addressed by many researchers. However majority of them tend to
focus on scientific journals, which makes the results less important for the layout
of newspapers, as they have different layout. The authors approach towards this
issue is to examine the relationships between each segment of the newspaper
layout.
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The authors integrated an OCR module developed from earlier work in
combination with overlapping Gaussian masks based algorithm for character
segmentation, and the results of 99.7% recognition rate have been achieved.

The experiment used the newspaper “TO VIMA” which has been published by
Lambrakis Press S.A. since 1922 to the present time, and who owns a large
collection of newspapers consisting of 1.3 million pages, dating from the 1890 up
to the present. Experimental results are obtained from a test set of 100 pages
from newspaper “TO VIMA” published between 1965 to 1974.

There are many other similar projects related to document analysis that have
been done other than newspapers. However, with different document layouts
the analysis approach might need to be different, despite many documents
sharing various commonalities. Much research still needs to be done in order to
distinguish their differences and enhance the results of the segmentation.

2.3 Implementation Framework
There are many possible frameworks that we can utilise for implementing a
system for the purpose of image pre-processing, document analysis and image
OCR.

One of the potential open source frameworks Gamera (Choudhury et al. 2006)
has the ability for building systems that can extract information from digitised
two-dimensional documents. It can be used to support many different types of
documents. Gamera particularly focuses on recognition of the documents
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containing cultural heritage materials, such as sheet music, medieval manuscripts,
et cetera. Such documents can be ancient and fail to be recognised by the
majority of commercial OCR software. Gamera combines with a programming
library using GUI tools which allows users to construct a system for recognition of
a particular document. Gamera continues to develop since 2001 and uses the
approach to providing an open, learning based, flexible, and distribution system.

Alternatively a possible framework can be developed by using ImageJ. It is an
open source Java based image processing software developed by Wayne Rasband
at the Nation Institute of Health. It can be run on any platform with a Java 1.4 or
later virtual machine. It has the ability to display, edit, analyse and process
images with various formats. In addition it provides various image enhancement
functions, such as binarisation, edge detection, and median filtering et cetera.
It is initially designed on open architecture and is capable of providing
extensibility through Java plugins. Therefore image analysing and processing
plugins can be developed which promise the user being able to solve the majority
of image analysing and processing problems. It is currently known as the fastest
pure Java image processing software, with the ability to filter 40 million pixels per
second.

Most recently an open source OCR system called Ocropus has been released
(Breuel, Kaiserlautern 2007). First release (version 0.1.1) of Ocropus was in
October 2007 and they have continued to release newer versions of the system.
At the time of writing this thesis, version 0.3 has been released. The system is
being developed with support from Google and with the primary developers
from IUPR (Image Understanding and Pattern Recognition) Research Group. The
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system is aimed to provide a flexible platform for both the research community
and commercial researchers. Differing from most commercial OCR software,
Ocropus not only includes an open source OCR engine Tesseract (mature OCR
engine developed by Hewlett and Packard), but also provides users with
numerous interfaces, such as for document analysis, image pre-processing
(binarisation, noise removal, de-skew), pages segmentations and language
modelling et cetera. Ocropus is developed using C++ (programming language).
However Lua scripting language has been integrated for it to be used efficiently
used by the domain experts and other users.

There is currently three page segmentation algorithms implemented in Ocropus,
including RAST, XY-Cut and Voronoi-based. However, more algorithms might be
implemented in due course. Extensibility is also one of the main features of
Ocropus, as new algorithms can be easily incorporated into the system. In
addition Ocropus can be used to analyse documents in languages other than the
English, as we can train Tesseract to recognised characters other than the English
alphabet.

We have chose Ocropus as the implementation framework for our experiments,
due to its extensibility and built-in OCR engine. In addition along with certain
algorithms that have already been introduced into this system it makes Ocropus a
potential candidate to compare to others.
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Chapter 3 - Software
Implementation and Corpus
In this chapter we describe some of the working environment for Ocropus.
Implemented algorithms are also be mentioned, in addition to the historic
newspaper corpus used.

Ocropus is primarily developed on Ubuntu (an open source Linux-based operating
system). Nevertheless, it can be installed with certain external software on
several other platforms such as Mac OS X, Solaris, MS Windows and CentOS.
However, as it was developed under Ubuntu it therefore cannot be guaranteed to
work under other platforms.

For our implementation, we have chosen to work with Ocropus version 0.2 under
the Microsoft Windows XP environment. In order for it to be working in Windows,
we installed Cygwin (open source software that creates a Linux like environment
for Windows) version 1.5. Cygwin allows us to compile the Ocropus source code
in order for it to work under Windows.
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3.1 Trim Edge
dge Algorithm
Ocropus is currently implement
implemented with a document cleanup algorithm for
removing the noises on the image. The algorithm, using black filter followed
follow by a
connected component analysis resulting in a clean output by white filter.

op: before,
Figure 3.1a: Image with applied document cleanup algorithm (top:
bottom: after).
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Figure 3.1a demonstrates the results after applying a document cleanup
algorithm, implemented in Ocropus to an image with noises around the borders
which were produced during the digitisation process. As we can see the
algorithm removes the majority of noises from left and right hand side of the
image. However, great amounts of noise remain at the top of the image. The
result from the algorithm is not satisfactory enough to meet our standards, which
is to remove the majority of the border noises.

These kinds of noise can be commonly found from the images digitised from
microfilm. Therefore in order to meet our requirements in addition to creating an
automated process for removing border noises, we implemented a trim edge
algorithm in using the scripting language embedded in Ocropus, Lua.

In order to remove the border, the algorithm first examines the most promising
row position for each direction in the order of left, top, right and bottom. Once
the row position has been identified we then remove the noise by changing all
the pixel values before that row to 255 (white). This algorithm takes the
assumption that the images have white background and black font, which most
documents do.

Figure 3.1b: Counting of maximum continued white pixels.
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The most promising row position is determined by examining the maximum value
of continued white pixels in the current row and the row after next. As
demonstrated in Figure 3.1b, assumes we want to find the most promising row
starting from bottom of the image (going upwards). We then find out the
maximum value of continued white pixels for “Row 1” and “Row 2”. If we find a
black pixel (possibly noise) we then reset the counter to zero followed by
counting the next continued white pixel. When we reach the last pixel we then
return a result showing the maximum value found.

Both maximum values are then divided by the total number of pixels, in this case
width of the image. If the divided result equals one, this indicates both rows
contain one hundred percent white pixels, which is the optimal result possible. In
such a case we can then take the outermost row as the most promising.
Nevertheless, in real practice, most of the time we might not be able to find the
rows containing one hundred percent white pixels, due to the possible noises. If
this is the case, we then look for the second best ratio of 90%, 80%, and 70%
respectively. For instance in Figure 3.1b the best option will be “Row 3”, although
it did not achieve hundred percent, but along with “Row 1” they both reach the
ratio of 70%.

The main reason for omitting the row between one and three, is for us to reduce
the calculations needed for the algorithm, and improve the performance. We can
further omit more rows depending on the solutions. Nevertheless, we need to
examine two rows simultaneously in order to find enough evidence for the most
promising row.
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Figure 3.1c: Search for the best row from left hand side.

In order to further enhance the performance of the algorithm we take each
direction into consideration. As shown in Figure 3.1c, when we want to trim off
the border noises on left hand side, we first divided the image into three sections.
By doing this we reduce the total search area by 66%. This also prevents the
algorithm from searching through the entire image if it fails to find the most
promising row in the first section. Secondly, we examine the value of white
continued pixels according to the directions from left to right. Once the best row
is found we then erase the noises before the row. Equivalent procedure is then
performed for other edges of the image respectively. While it is possible to divide
the images into smaller sections for a more enhanced performance, dividing by
three appears to produce with better results.
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Figure 3.1d: Result comparisons between document clean and trim edge
algorithms (top: document clean, bottom: trim edge).

Figure 3.1d illustrates the resulting comparison between two algorithms applied
to the same document images (Original image in Figure 3.1c). As it demonstrates
trim edge algorithm removal of extra thin strips of noise on the left and right
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hand side compared to the document clean algorithm. In addition, majority of
salt and pepper like noises have also been removed from the top. Nevertheless,
this algorithm suggests only one possible way for removing border noises. There
may be many other possibilities that could be implemented to achieve similar
results.

3.2 Hough Transform Algorithm
As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, Hough Transform is well known for its
ability of line detection in an image, even with lines that are broken or have a gap
in between, due to various reasons such as a printing mistake, deterioration of
the newspaper, et cetera.

Throughout this thesis our focus is based on the historical newspapers. It appears
that the layout of historical newspapers (and even contemporary newspapers)
often contain certain amounts of lines (both horizontal and vertical). We believe
that taking these lines into consideration during the segmentation process, will
greatly improve the results for the newspaper-like type of documents.

For this reason, we have implemented a Hough Transform based algorithm for
historical newspaper segmentation. Furthermore with a certain amount of
alteration, based on the algorithm, we implemented an additional algorithm for
the purpose of removing the line detected from the original image. Prior to
Hough Transform, an image was firstly been binarised. We then calculated the
maximum r (rMax) distances for that particular image. rMax represents the
maximum distances allowed for any line from one original point on the image.
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It is equivalent to the vector of “distances from centre” in Figure 2.1c.
To find rMax we use Pythagoras’ Theorem of:

c = √a2 + b2

Where “c” equals to rMax, “a” equals to halve of the image width and “b” equals
to halve of the image height. By halving both of the dimensions, we made the
rMax distance to the centre of the image, which will allow for a more
straightforward calculation later on.

A two dimensional array is then created to be used as an accumulator, with rMax
in the first dimension and range of all possible degrees (Theta) in the second
dimension. In respect of a circle we can have 360 degrees possible. However not
all degrees will be used in the calculation as our focus will mainly be on the
horizontal and vertical lines. For that reason only certain degrees will be taken
into consideration, such as 0 to 3 degrees, 90±3 degrees, 180±3 degrees, 270±3
degrees, and 357 to 360 degrees. To prevent the possibility of skew in the images,
it is necessary for us to increase the calculation range by ±3 degrees. In addition
by decreasing the range of Theta we increase the performance as the required
calculation is reduced.

Geometrically horizontal line on an image can be represented by 90 and 270
degrees, and a vertical line by 0, 180 and 360 degrees. For instance, if we turn a
90 degree horizontal line clockwise for 180 degree it will still be a horizontal line,
but its Theta has changed to 270.
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Once we have an accumulator we then calculate “r” distance for each black pixel
in opposition to every predefined degree, by using the formula mentioned above:

P = x cos θ + y sin θ

Where “P” represents the distance “r”, if the resulting distance is within the
range of rMax, we then increment the accumulator value of the corresponding
distance and degrees. Location of the pixel will also be stored for the purpose of
line construction later on. However, a vital problem exists for us to recognise the
line, as a line can be easily defined by two black pixels on the same axis. This
could cause an unwanted line to be extracted from an image, because a line with
many gaps can be formed through a word, sentence or paragraph. In order to
resolve such problems and extract an authentic line from the image, a technique
has been introduced to our algorithm.
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Figure 3.2a: Technique for authentic line detection.

The technique is shown in Figure 3.2a. The target image is divided into one
hundred rectangular blocks, each with dimensions of one tenth to the width and
height of the image. Hough Transform is then performed on one block at time.
The threshold of 0.95 for the horizontal line and 0.85 for the vertical line, is then
assigned to each block. Due to the nature of a line, we extract the horizontal line
if the accumulator value reaches at least 95% of the block width, and 85% of the
block height.

However, if we only apply the algorithm over one hundred blocks, segments of
the lines might not be recognised as it could just be missed by the block. In
preventing such a problem, a shift of the block is introduced. After each
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calculation a block is shifted 70% upwards and once it reaches the top the block
is then placed to the bottom with 70% shifts to the right hand side. The whole
process is then repeated until the last block reaches the end of the image.
Extracted line segments can then be assembled together to form a logical
representation of the line. In addition to this with the original line pixels recorded,
it can then be used in the line removal algorithm later on.

Figure 3.2b: Results of the line extraction with Hough Transform (left: original
image, right: line Image).

Figure 3.2b demonstrates an example of line extraction after applying Hough
Transform to a document image. The horizontal and vertical lines are extracted,
once the physical location of the line is identified, and the logical structure of the
document can then be built using the extracted lines.
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Figure 3.2c: Results of the document segmentation using Hough Transform.

Figure 3.2c exemplifies an example of document segmentation based on lines
extracted from the image. A robust logic core has been implemented in the
algorithm, which allows it to determine and examine the relationships between
each line (both horizontal and vertical), in order to locate an authentic position
for segmenting the image into different sections. As shown above, the image has
been segmented into six sections. Each represented with a different colour. As a
result, logical structure of the document has been extracted. By using this
information, layout of the document can then be reconstructed in the manner of
paragraphs or columns.
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During the implementation, there are number of times that drawing of the lines
is required, in order to represent the extraction of the physical line. Bresenham's
line algorithm (Bresenham 1965) has been employed in order to achieve an
efficient line drawing within the algorithm. This algorithm was developed by J. E.
Bresenham in 1962 at IBM. It is one of the earliest developed algorithms for
computer graphics. Because of its simplicity and efficiency, it has been utilised in
many modern graphic card chips and graphic libraries.

Figure 3.2d: Resulting images after applying line removal algorithm (left: before,
right: after).

In addition an algorithm has been used based the on the Hough Transform for
removing lines from the image. As it is shown in Figure 3.2b, lines can already be
extracted from an image. However, numerous pixels connected to the line
remained on the image, due to the fact that it did not match with the line
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extraction equation. It could be part of the noises or ink residues. Hence, in the
algorithm, each line has been examined for any connected black pixels. Recursive
process is utilised for complete noise removal around the line.

Figure 3.2d demonstrates the results, after applying the line removal algorithms
to an image. This algorithm provides us with an automatic and efficient solution
for absolute line removal from document images.

One of the drawbacks of Hough Transform is the costs of the calculation needed.
Depending on the dimension of the image, it can be extremely time consuming if
we perform Hough Transform on a large scale. As mentioned above, performance
has already been improved by limiting the degrees required in the calculation.
Furthermore, performance is improved by utilising an image scale down
technique.

When an image is scaled down (made into a smaller size) it will start to lose pixels
depending on the scaled down ratio. Nevertheless, structure of the line will still
remain, even with a slightly distortion in an image. By using this characterises,
the image has been scaled down into smaller dimension before Hough Transform,
with scale down ratios (25%, 50%, 75%) based on the original dimension.
Performance is then enhanced according to the amount of calculation reduced.
Following this, segmentation results are then projected back to the original
image based on the reduced ratio.

Initially Hough Transform is implemented using Lua script. However this is
extremely inefficient. In order for an image with the dimensions of 1141 x 2043
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to be fully segmented it requires a time of about sixteen minutes. As a result, the
implementation has been changed directly using C++, and the time spent is
reduced to approximately 8 seconds, which is about 120 times more efficient.

3.3 Corpus Used
In order to evaluate the implemented algorithms a corpus of historical
newspapers was needed. In related projects mentioned in Chapter 2, there is
some focus in using one newspaper collection for building a system, while others
aim to build a system for archiving several newspaper collections. For example,
on the smaller scale, The First International Newspaper Segmentation Contest
(Gatos et al. 2001) used newspapers from both contemporary Greek and English,
in addition to selecting the pages from different year publications, for the
purpose of developing and evaluating the algorithms.

The most popular corpus for machine-printed document analysis (technical
journals, etc) and OCR software analysis is by Phillips et al. (1993). It has been
widely used or referred to in the research community. The corpus is published by
the University of Washington, and consists of a database split over 3 CD-ROM
discs. It cost around US $2 million to collate (Phillips et al. 1993). For our
purposes, this database is ill-suited, however. Consequently we took the decision
to assemble our own corpus. It is available as a DVD-ROM with this thesis. The
appendix summarises its basic characteristics.

Newspaper images were gathered from twenty online newspaper collections and
archives, such as Australian Newspapers, California Digital Newspaper Collection,
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Florida Digital Newspaper Library, Digital Archives Initiative, Digital Library of the
Caribbean and Papers Past. Newspapers acquired from those archives are all in
the public domain.

Five pages of newspapers have been gathered from each online collection for the
purpose of developing and evaluating the implemented algorithms. Nevertheless,
due to the inconsistence of the image quality, some images will appear to be of
better quality than others. Each online newspaper archive might provide users
with a different format of an historical newspaper. The majority of archives
provide a PDF format of the newspaper while a few provided images in PNG or
JPEG. For those newspapers with PDF format, raster images of the newspaper are
extracted for the purpose of algorithm evaluation experiments.

The majority of newspapers are digitised with reasonable resolution i.e.
characters are recognisable by human eyes. However there are a few newspapers
with slightly lower resolution that are difficult to recognise. Newspaper images
have a resolution ranging from 72 dpi to 300 dpi, as they are gathered from
different sources. It is important to have a satisfactory amount of details within
the image, in order to get sufficient segmentation and OCR. In addition all
newspapers are within the range of the years 1800 to 1950.
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Chapter 4 - Experiments
In this chapter, the basic algorithms applied to sample newspaper images are
illustrated. Next the results of four major experiments presented, based on the
compiled corpus in order to investigate the strengths and weakness of each page
layout segmentation algorithm. This culminates in additional exploration of
various combinations of different algorithms.

As mentioned before, Windows XP and Cygwin have been used for the
installation of Ocropus. Additionally the experiments have been carried out on a
laptop with AMD Turion64 ML-37 Mobile processer (2GHz), 2 Gigabytes of
physical memory. The specifications of this laptop are not the most advantageous
at the time of writing this thesis. However, it was sufficient for carrying out these
experiments. We recommended that at least 2 Gigabyte of physical memory is
available, in order to process larger scale images, which can consume significant
amounts of memory depending on the algorithm used.

Experiments are performed based on three major algorithms: RAST, XY-Cut and
Hough Transform, based on different historical newspaper layouts that were
gathered from different online archives. We begin with simple layout and
progress towards more complex ones. Experiments have also been performed on
synthetic images using RAST and XY-Cut. Evaluation of performance with scaled
down images using the Hough Transform and RAST algorithms is also presented.
Finally results of applying a combination of algorithms on more complex
historical newspaper layout are presented.
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4.1 RAST Segmentation
RAST based layout analysis is one of the segmentation algorithms currently
implemented in Ocropus. RAST algorithm is presently based on two other
algorithms: whitespace identification and constrained text line finding (Breuel
and Kaiserlautern 2007). In other words, whitespaces between each component
and existing evidence of text lines are both imperative factors during the RAST
segmentation.

Figure 4.1: Example of RAST segmentation (column group, image dimension:
1141 x 2043, resolution: 96 DPI).
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Figure 4.1 illustrates an image after segmentation by the RAST algorithm,
followed by grouping the components into columns (on this particular image it
does not perform well). The image is acquired from Maori newspaper collections
(Niupepa) hosted in New Zealand Digital Library Website (NZDL 2009). RAST
segmented the image into different components. The column grouping function,
provided in Ocropus, is then applied to the segmented result which presents each
column in a different colour. As it shows, RAST ignores the non-text components
or components that do not fall in a line of text. Both lines and the page number
on the top left hand corner have been omitted by the algorithm. Furthermore, it
separates the title into two segments but fails to separate the last line of text into
two segments. Paragraphs in each column have also been unsuccessful in being
merged into one column.

There could be many reasons for imperfect segmentation. One of the most likely
reasons is the existence of the skew, although to the naked eye it can be difficult
to discern. In order to determine the level of skew in the image, the skew
estimation function, was applied to the image. As the result, the image is
estimated with approximately 0.52 degrees of skew.

Using this information, the image was corrected for skew and re-processed using
the RAST segmentation. As is shown in Figure 4.2, the image is now perfectly
segmented into a title and two separate columns.

This provides us with evidence of how sensitive the RAST algorithm is to the
existence of skew. Even with very little amount of skew (less than one degree), it
can still have a significant effect on the segmentation results.
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Figure 4.2: Example of RAST segmentation after de-skew (column group).

In order to further explore the relationships between skew and the RAST
algorithm, a computer generated synthetic image (using Microsoft Word) was
created to be tested by RAST. There is a major difference between historical
newspapers and synthetic documents as such, as they are typed directly on to
the computer. Therefore, each character is guaranteed to be printed accurately.
In addition, the document is free from any skews and noises. Spaces between
each character, paragraph and column are perfectly consistent.
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Figure 4.3: Example
xample of RAST segmentation on synthetic image (column group,
g
image dimension:
imension: 1700 x 2339, resolution: 96 DPI).

As shown in Figure 4.3, a three column synthetic document image has been
generated. Without prior instruction to de-skew, the image is directly segmented
by RAST algorithm. As a result, the image is per
perfectly
fectly segmented into three
columns. Again, it provides us with evidence that the RAST algorithm works well
when no skew is present. TThe algorithm is well suited for segmenting documents
with Manhattan type layout (journals and so forth), where the components
within the image are perfectly aligned. The segmentation test was repeated with
synthetic images of four and five columns with comparable results.
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4.2 XY-Cut Segmentation
A prototype of the XY-Cut segmentation algorithm has also been implemented in
Ocropus recently. As mentioned above, this algorithm is implemented using the
tree structure, followed by segmenting the image based on horizontal and
vertical gaps between each component.

Figure 4.4: Example of using XY-Cut segmentation (image dimension: 1141 x
2043, resolution: 96 DPI).

In order to evaluate the use of XY-cut algorithm on historical newspapers, we
applied it to the same image used in the RAST algorithm. As is shown in Figure
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4.4, the image on the right hand side, shows the XY-Cut algorithm has some
difficulty segmenting the images into different sections. Every component on the
page has been segmented as one section.

We hypothesised that the reason for incorrect segmentation was caused by
interference of the ruled lines. Hence, lines in the image were removed by using
the Hough Transform developed line removal algorithm. We then fed the
processed image to XY-Cut algorithm again.

Figure 4.5: XY-Cut segmentation after line removed from an image.

The results shown in Figure 4.5, the XY-Cut algorithm succeeds in segmenting the
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image into different sections. Compared to RAST segmentation it did not omit the
page number at the top left corner. It also has, in this example, more accurate
detection for paragraphs. This could be due to its nature of segmenting
components based on gaps between each element. However, it failed to group
the image title into one section, due to the fact that the title was printed with
wider gaps, compared with sentences in the paragraph.

Figure 4.6: XY-Cut segmentation after de-skew the image.

Unexpected segmentation results to some degree, can be formed after we apply
de-skew to the image. Figure 4.6 illustrates the segmentation results after the
image has been de-skewed. Few extra sections have been formed under the first
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paragraph.. This is caused by slight changes to the gaps between each component
during the de-skewing process.

Nevertheless, a point worth mention
mentioning is the performance of the XY-Cut
Cut
algorithm. The image in Figure 4.6 is fully segmented in approximately 1.3
seconds, compared with Hough Transform (described next) taking approximately
9 seconds. For XY-Cut,, time spent is based on both dimensions and different
document layouts,, but generally speaking it is more efficient than Hough..

XY-Cut segmentation on synthetic image (image
mage
Figure 4.7:: Example of XY
dimension:
imension: 1700 x 2339, resolution: 96 DPI).

Additionally, segmentation for synthetic document
documents have been tested with the
XY-Cut algorithm. Using the same as was used previously with the RAST
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algorithm. As it is shown in Figure 4.7, most paragraphs have been successfully
identified. However, the last few sentences at the end of first and second
columns have been segmented into several different components.

Compared with RAST, the current implementation of the XY-Cut algorithm is less
adequate in dealing with Manhattan-like layout documents. Further fine tuning
to the implementation will be needed for the XY-Cut algorithm, in order for it to
acquire better segmentation results.

4.3 Hough Transform Segmentation

Figure 4.8: Example of Hough Transform based segmentation (image dimension:
1582 x 1928, resolution: 96 DPI).

As mentioned previously, for this thesis an implementation of the Hough
Transform was added into Ocropus for the purpose of segmenting historical
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newspapers. Figure 4.8 demonstrates an example of a Hough Transform based
image segmentation. Base on the structure of the lines, we are able to efficiently
segment the images into different sections. Each section often represents a
paragraph or article within the image.

After segmentation, both logical and physical layouts of the document can then
be understood. This can be used for reconstruction of the document as an
electronic version. OCR or post-processing can also be applied more logically to
each section.

The drawback for using this algorithm is that the existences of the lines within
the images are compulsory before segmentation. As the logical core segment, the
images are based on the layout of the lines. If required the algorithm can be
keyed, an alternative parameterised feature.

4.4 Complex Newspaper Layout
Up until now, algorithms in Ocropus have been tested in this chapter on the
historic newspapers that contain a rather straightforward layout (two columns
with reasonable spaces in between). Nevertheless, newspaper layouts could
frequently contain more than two columns, in addition to having much narrower
spaces in between, which form a more complex newspaper layout structure.

Experiments have been performed, in order to understand how well the currently
implemented algorithms can deal with such complex layout structures.
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Figure 4.9:: RAST segmentation with complex newspaper layout (column group,
g
image dimension:
imension: 4000 x 5921, resolution: 96 DPI).

Figure 4.9 demonstrates an example for using RAST algorithm on a newspaper
with more complex layout structure
structures. This image is taken from the Papers Past
website. Compared to previous examples the image not only has greater
dimensions, it also consists of four columns. Each column contains several
paragraphs and even has aan illustrated drawing. Spaces between each column
and paragraph also appear to be much narrower.

As it is shown in Figure 4.9,, the RAST algorithm is able to segment the majority of
paragraphss in each column. However, paragraphs have been mis-segmented
segmented on
the top and bottom of the image. The algorithm has grouped paragraphs from
different columns together, to make it into one paragraph, whereas
hereas they should
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belong to different columns as they have been separated by the vertical line. For
this image RAST failed to group different paragraphs into a column, in addition
22% of image areas have been mis-segmented into different sections as indicated
with different colours.

Furthermore as mentioned before, RAST removes those segments (pictures,
lines), that it considered as non-text. This eliminates the problem for OCR
non-text components in the image. In this case RAST also remove the majority of
first letters in each paragraph, as the typography of this newspaper used extra
large capital letters for the first character in each paragraph. Consequently, as the
first character might not match with the following sentences on the same text
line, it is likely to be removed by the algorithm.

We then performed the XY-Cut segmentation on the same image. Lines had been
removed before hand by the line removal algorithm, because the current XY-Cut
implementation is not yet capable of dealing with lines.

As it shown in Figure 4.10, only the title and paragraphs in the fourth columns
have been segmented. The first three columns on the left hand side have been
merged as one. It appears that the current XY-Cut algorithm is not yet mature
enough for segmenting complex historical newspaper layouts as such. It appears
that the XY-Cut algorithm is able to perform segmentation only on 26% of the
image. Nevertheless, on the fourth column it shows the potential of what the
XY-Cut can achieve.
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Figure 4.10: XY-Cut segmentation with complex newspaper layout (image
dimension: 4000 x 5921, resolution: 96 DPI).

Segmentation is then performed on the same image using Hough Transform. As it
is shown in Figure 4.11, the logic core has successively segmented the image into
smaller sections, based on the structure of the lines. In this example, the
algorithm has achieved 100% accuracy in segmenting the image into different
sections relating to each article.

This demonstrates that the Hough Transform segmentation works exceptionally
well on such an historical newspaper layout. In particular, for identifying sections
of paragraphs or articles, as in the layout of the majority of historical newspapers
horizontal lines are often used for the separation of the articles.
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Furthermore, the position of columns within the newspaper can also be
recognised. The algorithm
lgorithm can be modified for grouping each section into
columns.

ewspaper layout
Figure 4.11:: Hough Transform ssegmentation with complex newspaper
(image dimension:
imension: 4000 x 5921, resolution: 96 DPI).

Experiments were performed on newspaper layouts with a higher degree of
complexity,, which consisted of seven columns. As is shown in Figure 4.12, the
image is digitised from a full size newspaper
newspaper. Its dimensions become a great
factor during segmentation. Both RAST and XY
XY-Cut algorithms failed to process
the image due to its size. The memory appears to be insufficient for the
algorithms to process image
images with such dimensions. Nevertheless, by using
Hough Transform, columns can be extracted from the image.
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Figure 4.12: Complex newspaper layout with seven columns (image dimension:
7150 x 9921, resolution: 96 DPI).

In the context of an historic newspaper digital library, we cannot take only the
moderate dimension into consideration, as the dimensions can vary, depending
on the different newspapers published. Hence, segmentation algorithms should
take different image dimensions into account during the implementation, to
further enhance the utilisation of the memory usage during the document
segmentation.
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4.5 Different Scale of Images

Figure 4.13: Different scale of the one image (original Image dimension:
imension: 4000 x
5921, resolution: 96 DPI).

As mentioned above, the Hough Transform algorithm is able to perform
document segmentation, even with the image scaled down. Whereas
hereas the others
struck difficulties in terms of resources needed. One way to alleviate the
resources requirement is to work with scale reduced versions.

In order to evaluate the segmentation abilities between different algorithms over
varying scales of one image
image, a set of scaled images from the image with initial
dimensions of 4000 x 5921 has been created
created, as shown in Figure 4.13. A
dimension of the next image is then reduced gradually, based on the original
image. We then processed them with different algorithms for comparison.
comparison
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For this experiment we consider the resulting areas on the image that failed to be
segmented into a block of text or a paragraph by the algorithm as
mis-segmentation.

Table 4.1 states the segmentation results for both Hough Transform and RAST
algorithms. It shows Hough Transform is still capable of segmenting the image
and extracting approximately 50% of sections even when the dimensions
decrease to one tenth of its original size.

Dimension \ Algorithm

Hough Transform

RAST

4000 x 5921 (100%)

100% Segmentation

79% Segmentation

3000 x 4441 (75%)

100% Segmentation

78% Segmentation

2000 x 2961 (50%)

100% Segmentation

14% Segmentation

1000 x 1480 (25%)

100% Segmentation

7% Segmentation

400 x 592 (10%)

50% Segmentation

0% Segmentation

Table 4.1: Segmentation results over different scale of image.

As the Hough Transform depends on the line structure for performing
segmentation, even with decreases in the dimensions of the image, line structure
can still be recognised by the algorithm. Nevertheless, as the size decreases,
pixels will start to be lost as well. In this example the segmentation accuracy for
the Hough Transform starts to decrease when the dimensions are reduced to one
tenth of the original image.

In comparison to the Hough Transform, RAST requires the image to be of higher
quality. Because it takes text lines and white spaces into consideration, the
accuracy therefore drops dramatically when the dimensions are reduced to half.
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The character distortions make it quite difficult to be recognised by the human
eye, especially when the dimensions are reduced to 25%.

In summary, for the example images, the Hough Transform has the higher degree
of dimensional tolerance compared with RAST, this is further corroborated by
testing across the corpus (see section 4.10). We can further use this characteristic
in order to achieve more efficient segmentation for the Hough Transform.

4.6 Use of Combination
A series of experiments was conducted to identify and evaluating different
characteristics for RAST, XY-Cut and the Hough Transform algorithms. Base on the
segmentation results using the sample of historical newspapers, advantages and
disadvantages for each algorithm have been established.

From the result of previous experiments, it demonstrates it can be challenging for
established algorithms in Ocropus to achieve high accuracy segmentation on
document layouts such as an historical newspaper. Hence, an experiment has
been established by using the combination of algorithms for image
segmentation.
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Figure 4.14: Example of combination segmentation (original Image dimension:
3000 x 4441, resolution: 96 DPI).

As shown in Figure 4.14, the Hough Transform is first used for segmenting the
newspapers into rectangular sections based on the line structure. Each section is
then extracted from the image for further analysis by other algorithms.

The extracted section is then segmented by XY-Cut algorithm in Figure 4.14. By
doing so the paragraphs in each section can then be further identified, as XY-Cut
algorithm greatly enhances the strength in paragraph segmentation. As we can
see, after extracting the orange section and putting it through the XY-Cut
algorithm, the paragraphs are then segmented into different components. This
provides us with a satisfactory layout of information of the section.
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If we put the whole image instead of one section, into XY-Cut algorithm, it will
involve a higher degree of difficulty for the algorithm to provide such satisfactory
results.

Similarly, the RAST algorithm can also be applied to the section extracted. Due to
its ability of identifying the text components from non-text, it will be additionally
valuable for removing the non-text components within each section (drawing).
This prevents the OCR engine from attempting to recognise the non-text
components, which results in higher OCR accuracy.

Furthermore, segmentation can be carried out to a finer degree. By using other
algorithms, position of each lines, words and even characters can be identified.
From this experiment, benefits for using combinational algorithms on historical
newspaper layouts can be understood, with both performance and segmentation
accuracy being improved.

4.7 Evaluation Algorithm
Evaluation is an essential part for the development of an algorithm. A proper
evaluation technique will allow us to examine the accuracy, performance and
even the characteristics of an algorithm, enabling comparison to be made
between different algorithms.

For this reason, a technique that provides a performance evaluation for
algorithms against ground-truth data has been adopted (Phillips and Chhabra
1999) for the purpose of evaluating the algorithms used in our experiment. This
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technique has also been utilised in the First International Newspaper
Segmentation Contest (Gatos et al. 2001) and many other similar projects.

The basis for this technique is counting the number of matches between the
entities detected by the algorithm and the entities predefined in the
ground-truth data. Multiple entities can be evaluated by using this technique,
depending on the occurrence rate of each entity different weights can be
assigned to the evaluation algorithm, which will affect the evaluation results.
Only the same category of entity can be compared, i.e., the entity of line
extracted can only be used to compare with, the entity of line defined in the
ground-truth data.

For each image segmented, the segmentation result produced is weighted
against the corresponding ground-truth data by the evaluation algorithm. As a
result, it produces the counts of matched categories and status such as
one-to-one matches, one-to-many matches, many-to-one matches, false-alarms
and misses. False-alarms (erroneous detections) can be treated as entities in the
segmentation results that do not match with any entity in the ground-truth data.
Misses are entities in the ground-truth data that do not match with any entities
in the segmentation results.

The Match Score Matrix is then produced from the evaluation results: scores are
ranged from 0.0 to 1.0, 1.0 being a perfect match between segmentation results
and the ground-truth data. Once the score is calculated we then create a
Match-Count Table for counting the one-to-one matches. Thresholds have to be
set in order to distinguish different matches.
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This technique also provides different methods for comparing different entities,
in order to calculate the match scores. For our experiment, we have adopted the
method used for text area comparison, mentioned in the technique with slight
modification for calculating the match score. By using this method we can
compare the match for columns, paragraphs, lines of text and even for words.

The method for text area comparison is calculated by first comparing both
corners between the detected result and ground-truth data. If they are identical
then we have a perfect match. Otherwise, we check whether they are overlapped,
followed by calculating the intersection of D (detected result) and G
(ground-truth). If there are no intersections we set the match score to zero,
otherwise we calculate the area of D, G and D∩G. The match score is then
calculated by the following formula:

MatchScore =

area(D∩G)
max(area(D),area(G))

For our experiment, the threshold has been set at 0.85 (suggested value in the
article), and we consider two entities as a match with the match score being
higher than the threshold. Nevertheless, in reality the threshold can be variable
under different circumstances. The result detection rate for the algorithm is
calculated by dividing the number of matches found by the total number of
entities in ground-truth data. Percentage of missed detections and false-alarms
are also computed in a similar manner.

For the following experiments, we put our focus on calculating one-to-one
matches and the performance of the algorithm. The evaluation algorithm has
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added to Ocropus, along with minor modification of Hough Transform that allows
the segmented sections to be grouped into columns. Due to the fact that column
extraction has already been implemented in Ocropus for RAST, our evaluation will
be based on extracting columns from the images in corpus.

Prior to evaluation, ground-truth data has to be created, and we have
implemented simple software in C# for the generation of the ground-truth data
as shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Ground truth generation.

The software allows us to open a XML file that contains all five image names
within each folder, we can than manually mark each column for each image. The
marking column coordination is then outputted as a text file that can then be
read into Lua scripts used by Ocropus to be used by the evaluation algorithm. The
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evaluation process was also been implemented in Lua scripts that allow each
algorithm to traverse through all images within each collection. The result was
then outputted as CSV (common separated value) files for later analysis.

4.8 Corpus Evaluation
Evaluation Result without Deskew
Collection\Algorithm Accuracy
Collection Name
Australian Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Brooklyn Daily Eagle
Calgary Tribune
California Digital Newspaper Collection
Cape Vincent Eagle
Casa Grande Dispatch
Cherokee Phoenix
Colorado
Daily Enquirer
Digital Library of the Caribbean
Franklin Gazette
Lethbridge Herald
Logan Leader
Newfoundland
Niupepa-NZ
PapersPast-NZ
The British Colonist
The Corrector
The Long Islander
Total Average

Hough Transform

Resolution

MIN (%)

Avg. (%)

MAX (%)

3256x5119 300dpi
3168x4066 96dpi
2544x3344 150dpi
2129x3127 71dpi
1558x2191 99dpi
2623x3821 150dpi
2331x3042 150dpi
1185x1729 150dpi
6301x7721 300dpi
1695x2411 150dpi
1138x1535 96dpi
3727x4523 150dpi
4937x7054 300dpi
3100x4067 100dpi
1590x2211 150dpi
1143x2070 72dpi
4063x5354 96dpi
1755x2488 150dpi
1513x2823 96dpi
2137x2819 96dpi

25.0
50.0
16.7
12.5
44.4
71.4
4.5
60.0
11.1
50.0
20.0
36.4
9.1
62.5
60.0
50.0
75.0
83.3
33.3
20.0

52.2
64.7
63.3
7.9
61.4
45.7
20.0
80.0
41.7
61.5
50.0
57.1
14.3
69.4
87.5
70.0
90.0
94.2
64.5
52.0
57.4

71.4
100.0
100.0
12.5
85.7
85.7
120.0
100.0
75.0
85.7
100.0
77.8
6.3
83.3
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
83.3
60.0

RAST
Total Time
(mins)
12.2
2.7
3.3
2.4
2.3
3.0
4.7
1.6
12.6
2.8
1.5
5.0
15.6
3.3
1.7
0.6
6.9
2.2
3.6
2.6
4.5

MIN (%)

Avg. (%)

MAX (%)

75
0
N/A
0
0
25
4.5
0
N/A
0
0
N/A
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0

35
0
N/A
0
0
11.7
1.5
0
N/A
0
0
N/A
0
0
0
0
16.7
0
0
0
3.9

100
0
N/A
0
0
33.3
4.5
0
N/A
0
0
N/A
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0

Total Time
(mins)
6.0
7.7
N/A
8.1
25.6
14.1
9.9
14.9
N/A
11.8
8.5
N/A
2.0
8.2
7.0
0.6
4.3
9.3
17.6
13.5
11.3

Fails
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
5
1
0
5
4
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
25

Table 4.2: Evaluation results without de-skew to corpus.

In this experiment we go over the evaluation algorithm through the corpus with
Hough Transform and RAST segmentation algorithm without prior de-skew
applied to the corpus. The trim edge algorithm has been applied to images with
noises around the edges. Table 4.2 demonstrates the average match accuracy for
five images in each collection, as well as the total amount of time for each
collection. Through all collections, the Hough Transform encountered no difficulty
while progressing through all images, while RAST has encountered problems in
eight collections. In some collections a couple of images have failed to be
processed by RAST, while others had failed all five images.
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When RAST failed, an exception was thrown, which caused the evaluation
algorithm to terminate prematurely. Our primary suspicion is that RAST has a
problem dealing with the image over certain dimensions, that causes an
insufficient memory error (2GB of RAM was used for these examples), resulting
in the failing of the segmentation process. However, more experiments will be
performed later on in this chapter to confirm such a fact.

100.0

Average Column Segmentation Accuracy

90.0
80.0

Accuracy (%)

70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

Hough Transform
RAST

Figure 4.16: Average column segmentation accuracy.

Figure 4.16 shows the average column segmentation accuracy without
de-skewing the corpus. For fifteen out of twenty collections Hough Transform
achieved at least 50% of accuracy. Surprisingly RAST was only able to segment
three collections into columns with the accuracy below 40%. Overall for this
experiment Hough Transform has achieved average of 57.4% accuracy for column
recognition, while RAST averages 3.9% (excluding failed images).
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30.0

Total Time Spent

25.0

Total Time (mins)

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

Hough Transform
RAST

Figure 4.17: Total time spent for each collection.

In terms of performance, Figure 4.17 reveals the total time spent for both
algorithms on each collection in the corpus. As is shown the Hough Transform is
generally more efficient compare with RAST on most of the collections. In most
cases we would expect an increase of time spent as the size of image increases,
which means less time will be spent for an algorithm to process an image with a
smaller size. However, this did not seem to be true for the California Digital
Newspaper Collection. RAST spent a tremendous amount of time on this
collection compared with other collections with similar image sizes. This pointed
to the possibility that the performance of RAST might not be consistently in
direct proportion to the dimension of the image. Further experiments were
carried out to confirm this (see section 4.11). For this experiment The Hough
Transform has the average of 4.5 minutes per collection (of 5 images) processed,
and RAST on average, 11.3 minutes (excluding failed images).
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4.9 Lower Scale Corpus Evaluation
In the previous experiment there were four collections that had at least four
images which failed to be processed by RAST algorithm. Our speculation was that
RAST crashed due to the fact that the image size in these collections was too
large compared to images in other collections. In order to prove this we scaled
down the image size in those four collections into lower resolution, and then
performed the evaluation on both algorithms.

Lower Scale Evaluation without Deskew
Collection\Algorithm Accuracy
Collection Name

Resolution

Brooklyn Daily Eagle
Colorado
Franklin Gazette
Lethbridge Herald

1224x1582 72dpi
1512x1853 72dpi
1775x2160 72dpi
1196x1693 72dpi

Hough Transform

RAST
Total Time
Total Time
MIN (%) Avg. (%) MAX (%)
MIN (%) Avg. (%) MAX (%)
Fails
(mins)
(mins)
33.3
63.3
100.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.2
3
28.6
42.6
75.0
1.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
12.7
2
27.3
61.2
80.0
2.9
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
5
14.3
7.8
37.5
2.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.7
0

Table 4.3: Lower scale evaluation without de-skew to corpus.

Table 4.3 illustrates the evaluation results gathered for both algorithms on those
four collections. The result was unexpected. Originally we would have expected
RAST to be able to process all the images without any difficulties, as the image
size is now within a reasonable range compared to the images in other
collections. RAST did improve by being able to process some of the images in
some collections, but it still failed to process the majority of images.
From the results, it proves that the dimension of the image is not the only factor
that causes RAST to fail. More importantly, layout structure of the newspaper and
number of components within each image can also be an important factor that
leads to failure of the algorithm.
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Compared with RAST, the Hough Transform had no difficulty finishing processing
the lower scale collection, with the addition of a slight increase in average
accuracy on the first three collections, as well as decreases in the total time spent
on all the collections.

4.10 De-skew Corpus Evaluation
In earlier experiments we noticed that the skew of an image can affect the
segmentation result significantly. For this reason, an experiment was performed
with de-skew of image applied, prior to evaluation. The De-skew process is
automatically applied to images with skew angle greater or equal to 0.1 degree.
Instead of using all twenty collections, for this experiment we restricted our
attention to the collections that had no problem being processed by both Hough
Transform and RAST algorithms.
Evaluation with Deskew
Collection\Algorithm Accuracy
Collection Name
Australian Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Calgary Tribune
Cherokee Phoenix
Digital Library of the Caribbean
Newfoundland
Niupepa-NZ
The British Colonist
Cape Vincent Eagle
Casa Grande Dispatch
The Corrector
The Long Islander
Total Average

Resolution

Deskew

3256x5119 300dpi
3168x4066 96dpi
2129x3127 71dpi
1185x1729 150 dpi
1138x1535 96dpi
1590x2211 150dpi
1143x2070 72dpi
1755x2488 150dpi
2623x3821 150dpi
2331x3042 150dpi
1513x2823 96dpi
2137x2819 96dpi

Auto
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Auto
Auto
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Hough Transform

RAST

Total Time
MIN (%) Avg. (%) MAX (%)
(mins)
50.0
56.5
71.4
12.2
50.0
70.6
100.0
3.3
37.5
7.5
37.5
3.0
60.0
72.0
100.0
1.8
20.0
41.7
60.0
1.2
60.0
91.7
100.0
1.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.6
75.0
92.9
100.0
2.2
71.4
45.7
80.0
3.4
4.5
23.3
60.0
4.4
42.9
41.9
66.7
3.2
60.0
60.0
60.0
2.0
58.6
3.2

Total Time
MIN (%) Avg. (%) MAX (%)
(mins)
14.3
27.9
50.0
9.8
50.0
5.9
50.0
5.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.5
100.0
20.0
100.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.8
25.0
18.3
66.7
15.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
16.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.8
6.0
8.7

Combination (Line Remove & RAST)
Total Time
MIN (%) Avg. (%) MAX (%)
(mins)
14.3
27.9
50.0
9.3
50.0
5.9
50.0
5.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.6
100.0
20.0
100.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.9
50.0
23.3
66.7
16.7
6.7
4.6
9.1
10.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
16.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.7
6.8
8.7

Table 4.4: Evaluation with de-skew to corpus.

Additionally, a third algorithm (a combination of the two) has been added into
the evaluation. The combined algorithms first removed all the line components
detected by Hough Transform from the image, followed by segmenting the image
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using RAST.

Table 4.4 shows the evaluation results from three algorithms along with their
average accuracy and total time spent. For each collection, images have been
de-skewed by using the RAST de-skew algorithms implemented in Ocropus.
Nevertheless, result images cannot be guaranteed to be hundred percent correct.
The current de-skew algorithm is not yet capable of correcting multiple angles of
skew or distortion, that can occur quite frequently in historical newspaper. For
this reason manual de-skew is often necessary. Where the de-skew algorithm did
not perform satisfactorily, it was manually corrected, manually adjusted
collections have been indicated in the table.

Average Column Segmentation Accuracy

120.0
100.0

Accuracy (%)

80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Hough Transform
RAST
Combination
Figure 4.18: Average column segmentation accuracy with de-skew to corpus.

In this experiment the Hough Transform achieved an average of 58.6% over all
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twelve collections, compare with RAST with an average of 6% and Combination of
6.8%. Figure 4.18 illustrates the average column segmentation accuracy for all
three algorithms. It seems that there are not major differences between the
RAST and the combination algorithm. The results show that by using the
combination algorithm accuracy for RAST increased, although the impact is

Total Time (mins)

insignificant at this stage.

18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

Total Time Spent

Hough Transform
RAST
Combination
Figure 4.19: Total time spent with de-skew to corpus.

As for the performance for the de-skewed corpus, the Hough Transform reached
an average of 3.2 minutes per collection, and RAST and Combination both with
8.7 minutes per collections. The total time spent for the combination algorithm is
calculated after the removal of lines, as this is treated as image pre-processing.
Overall for this experiment, the Hough Transform has achieved a better
performance compared with the other two algorithms. By the comparison of
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Combination and RAST, in most collections, performance has been slightly
improved using the Combination algorithm.

It is apparent by removing the line components, we reduce the amount of
elements needing to be processed by RAST. However, in two collections it seems
there seems to be an exception. Nevertheless, in other collections it shows no
significant difference between RAST and Combination algorithms.
Average Column Segmentation Accuracy Skew VS Deskew
120.0
100.0

Accuracy (%)

80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Hough Transform (Deskew)
RAST (Deskew)
Combination (Deskew)
Hough Transform (Without Deskew)
RAST (without Deskew)

Figure 4.20: Average column segmentation accuracy skew VS de-skew.

To further examine the impact of skew on the segmentation accuracy, we have
combined the segmentation results of the collection both before and after
de-skew as shown in Figure 4.20. Generally speaking the accuracy is increased for
all algorithms for most of the collections after de-skew. However, there are
exceptions in some collections, because there are too much noises and multiple
skew or distortions in the image. Once it has been de-skewed it will decrease the
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accuracy compared with the original angle.

This experiment proves that de-skew is an important pre-processing step to apply
before segmentation of historical newspapers. Nevertheless, the current
implementation of de-skew algorithms in Ocropus is yet to be perfected in
dealing with multiple skew or distortions occurring in historic newspapers. To
concentrate on the ideal performance of the segmentation algorithms in some
cases we had to resort to manual correction.

20.0

Total Time Spent Skew VS Deskew

18.0
16.0
14.0

Total Time (mins)

12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

Hough Transform (Deskew)
RAST (Deskew)
Combination (Deskew)
Hough Transform (without Deskew)
RAST (without Deskew)

Figure 4.21: Total time spent skew VS de-skew.

Figure 4.21 illustrates the performance of the algorithms before and after
de-skews. For the Hough Transform there are no major differences, as the
performance of the algorithms is in proportion to the image size as well as the
number of lines within the image. Therefore, even after de-skewing the number
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of lines within the image, it will retain approximately the same number of lines.
For RAST the performance has increased significantly as the algorithm is based
on text line and white space detection. Hence, after de-skew, the skew of the text
line will be corrected, and white spaces between lines will be more evenly
distributed, consequently improving the performance of RAST.

4.11 Scaling Corpus Evaluation
The process of building a collection of historic newspapers into a digital library
can be extremely time consuming. It depends on the algorithms used, the
dimension of the images, the number of the images within collections, and so on.
Furthermore, for preservation purposes, images are often digitised in high
resolution, this also causes an increased in processing time. However, in most
cases segmentation can still be performed on lower resolution images with a
certain accuracy trade-off, in order to achieve a better performance.

For this reason we have performed an experiment on one image from five
collections in the corpus. These collections all have segmentation results
returned by all algorithms from the previous experiment, except for the image in
two of the collections that have no results from Hough Transform.

We have chosen the image with the highest segmentation accuracy within the
collection. We start with the image dimension of 100% on both height and width
and gradually reduce it by 25% at a time, until it reaches 25% of the original
dimension. Evaluation is then performed on all different image scales, with the
results shown in Table 4.5.
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Different Scale Evaluation with Deskew (One Image from Each Collection)
Collection\Algorithm Accuracy
Collection Name

Resolution

Australian Newspapers
Australian Newspapers
Australian Newspapers
Australian Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Niupepa-NZ
Niupepa-NZ
Niupepa-NZ
Niupepa-NZ
Cape Vincent Eagle
Cape Vincent Eagle
Cape Vincent Eagle
Cape Vincent Eagle
Casa Grande Dispatch
Casa Grande Dispatch
Casa Grande Dispatch
Casa Grande Dispatch

3256x5119 300dpi (100%)
2442x3839 300dpi (75%)
1628x2560 300dpi (50%)
814x1280 300dpi (25%)
3240x4122 96dpi (100%)
2430x3092 96dpi (75%)
1620x206196dpi (50%)
810x1031 96dpi (25%)
1143x2070 72dpi (100%)
856x1532 72dpi (75%)
571x1022 72dpi (50%)
285x511 72dpi (25%)
1695x2809 150dpi (100%)
1271x2107 150dpi (75%)
848x1405 150dpi (50%)
424x702 150dpi (25%)
2337x3046 150dpi (100%)
1753x2285 150dpi (75%)
1169x1523 150dpi (50%)
584x762 150dpi (25%)

Combination (Line
Remove & RAST)
Total Time
Total Time
Total Time
Acuracy (%)
Acuracy (%)
Acuracy (%)
(mins)
(mins)
(mins)
50.0
2.3
25.0
1.3
25.0
1.3
25.0
1.4
0.0
1.3
0.0
1.3
25.0
1.8
0.0
1.7
0.0
1.8
50.0
0.6
0.0
1.8
0.0
1.8
0.0
1.1
50.0
0.6
50.0
0.6
0.0
0.7
50.0
0.5
50.0
0.5
0.0
0.6
50.0
0.6
50.0
0.6
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.7
100.0
0.1
100.0
0.1
100.0
0.1
100.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
100.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.7
66.7
1.4
66.7
1.5
50.0
0.2
16.7
1.2
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.7
4.5
0.9
0.0
1.3
9.1
1.5
4.5
1.1
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.0
4.5
0.5
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.8
Hough Transform

RAST

Table 4.5: Evaluation with image scaling to corpus.

Column Segmentation Accuracy
120.0
100.0

Accuracy (%)

80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Hough Transform
RAST
Combination

Figure 4.22: Segmentation accuracy on different scale.
Figure 4.22 demonstrates the segmentation accuracies over different image
scaling on three algorithms. In two of the collections Hough Transform can still
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gather certain segmentation results even with the dimensions reduced to 25%.
Most interestingly, for the collection of Cape Vincent Eagle, at 100%, Hough
Transform was unable to gather any results. Yet when the dimensions were
reduced to 75% some results had been found by Hough Transform. This was
caused by the current implementation of the algorithm. Sometimes we have
more accurate results when we scale down the images.

As for the RAST and Combination algorithms, three out of five of the collections
results cannot be found once we reach 75% of image scaling. This proves that
these algorithms, based on the image dimensions can be restrictive. Generally
speaking the higher the resolutions the better the result.

Time Spent
2.5

Total Time (mins)

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

Hough Transform
RAST
Combination

Figure 4.23: Time spent on different image scale.
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Performance for processing different image scales for all algorithms can be found
on Figure 4.23. For most of the collection, Hough Transform shows a trend of
reducing the time spent as the image size reduces. However it is not always true
for RAST based algorithms, on some images, the time spent increased as
dimensions are reduced to 25%.

This experiment it shows the trade-off of the performance and accuracy of
different algorithms on different scaling of images. For archiving historical
newspapers using Hough Transform based algorithm, we could consider using
50% of image scaling as it significantly reduces the time spent, but we still
maintain the same amount of accuracy from 75% or 100% of scaling. For using
RAST based algorithms, it is we suggest, better to maintain the image with 100%
scaling, as the accuracy starts to decrease as we reduce the dimension to 75%.

Nevertheless, for integrating segmentation algorithms into a DL system, more
evaluation of the developed algorithms will be needed, in order to find a balance
from performances and the resulting accuracies.
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Chapter 5 - Summary and
Conclusions
In Chapter 1 we introduced an example of an online digitised historic newspaper
collection (Papers Past 2009) that was based using off-the-shelf commercial OCR
software the OCR work was done separately to the formation of the Digital
Library. In addition, Greenstone a comprehensive, open-source DL software
system has been described. The software has the ability to provide a versatile
platform for archiving vast amounts of historical treasures, such as historic
newspapers into digital collections that can be more closely integrated with the
document processing stage. Furthermore, it has a mechanism of plugins that can
be built to order, to provide such processing during the process of ingesting such
artefacts, rather than relying on an external process for document layout analysis
and OCR.

In Chapter 2 several image-processing techniques and DLA algorithms have been
introduced. Additionally numerous related projects were reviewed. While many
of projects offer techniques or systems for archiving historic newspapers,
nevertheless focus has often been aimed at only a few collections. Hence such a
system can appear to be inadequate in providing authentic information from the
newspapers for the integration of DL systems.

The development of a system or framework that can offer more authentic
information, in favour of more generalised historical newspaper collections is
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indispensable, for the purpose of archiving a diversity of historic newspapers into
digital collections.

Open-source software that can be used for the purpose of developing such a
framework, has also been introduced, along with the reasons for choosing
Ocropus as the implementation framework for our experiments.

In Chapter 3, implementation of the DLA algorithm, along with the different
usages for line detection and removal, based on Hough Transform, was presented.
Development of our own trim edge algorithm for better edge noises removal, has
also been introduced. The corpus gathered from different online archives used
for our experiments was also summarised in this chapter.

In Chapter 4, a selection of representative images with the various algorithms
applied is given. Following this the analysis of applying the techniques to the
assembled corpus is provided. Throughout the experiments different properties
of DLA algorithms (RAST, XY-Cut and Hough Transform) were used and examined
under a variety of circumstances (with/without skew, different scale and different
newspaper layout). The adopted evaluation algorithms of Phillips and Chhabra
(1999) that have been used by many other research projects in the past, were
adopted for this. Additionally the process of generating ground-truth data for the
corpus was explained.

Through this series of experiments we started to get an overview of how the
current implemented DLA algorithms in Ocropus are yet to be proved adequate
in providing segmentation to a document layout, such as the historic newspapers.
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Compared with the major algorithms (RAST) provided by Ocropus, XY-Cut and
Voronoi have not yet been fully developed. It has been proved through our
experiments to be highly sensitive to skew and noises and segmentation accuracy
is affected significantly. Nevertheless, skew can be frequently found in the
digitised historic newspapers, caused during the digitisation process or by the
deterioration of the newspaper.

Furthermore, current implementations of RAST have been proved to be memory
consuming, compared with other algorithms tested, when apply to historic
newspaper images. 25% of the images failed to be processed in the corpus due to
insufficient memory. Due to its characteristics of using text line based detection
and white spaces between each components, the image is often required to have
a certain resolution to achieve high degree of accuracy. Therefore accuracy in
segmentation will be greatly decreased with lower scale images.

Additionally, RAST proved to be time consuming when performing segmentation
on the images in corpus. This is a drawback during the process of creating digital
newspaper collections, as performance is a crucial factor, while the DL software
system archives a vast amount of newspaper images.

Compared to RAST algorithm, our experiments demonstrates that the Hough
Transform algorithm have higher column recognition accuracies throughout
different historic newspaper collections. It achieved an average of 57.4%
recognition rate compare to 3.9% by RAST through a total of twenty collections.
Furthermore, it demonstrates a higher degree of skew tolerances compared to
RAST. Segmentation results can still be retrieved within certain degrees of skew.
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In terms of performance, Hough Transform takes an average of 4.5 minutes per
collection (five images) compared with RAST, of 11.3 minutes making it almost
2.5 times more efficient.

The time spent overall for Hough Transform is more consistent, when compared
with RAST. The performance is in proportion with the image dimension for Hough
Transform, but that may not be the case for RAST, as it shows an inconsistent
amount of time spent against the images in the corpus.

Furthermore Hough Transform demonstrates an advantageous point in
segmenting different scales of images while maintaining a certain amount of
accuracy. By using such a technique, performances of the DL software system can
be greatly enhanced while archiving the historic newspapers.

In order to provide better support to the DL software system for historic
newspaper collections, development of a framework is vital. Fortunately such
framework (Ocropus) has been developed in recent years (Breuel, Kaiserlautern
2007). As an open-source system many additional efforts have been constantly
contributed to Ocropus by the whole community. However, it is our view that the
current difficulty for such framework, is lack of sufficient evaluation towards its
developed algorithms.

For example the current de-skew algorithm is inadequate in dealing with multiple
skew and distortion occurring on historic newspapers. A RAST algorithm produces
a high amount of inaccuracies and is too inefficient in providing segmentation for
an historic newspaper.
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We believe enhanced development of algorithms can be achieved in order to
provide better segmentation results to historic newspapers, in Ocropus. Our
implementation of Hough Transform algorithms is one of the best examples,
though it is yet far from perfect when processing other newspaper collections.
Nevertheless further enhancements can be made in the future.

In conclusion, based on the experiments performed, we believe that by using
Ocropus as the framework, algorithms can be developed, providing a greater
support to the DL software system (Greenstone) for historic newspapers.
Furthermore depending on the nature of the algorithms, supports for different
layout of documents (scientific journals, hand written documents, and et cetera)
can also be provided.

On the journey of the archiving of historic newspaper collections, this is not the
end, but only the beginning.
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Appendix
The attached DVD-ROM contains the corpus of our assembled historical
newspapers, ground-truth data and experiment results. The corpus includes
twenty historical newspaper collections, each collection containing five images in
the collection folder.
Name of twenty collections as illustrated in Table A.1:

Collection Name
Australian Newspapers
Austria Newspapers
Brooklyn Daily Eagle
Calgary Tribune
California Digital Newspaper Collection
Cape Vincent Eagle
Casa Grande Dispatch
Cherokee Phoenix
Colorado
Daily Enquirer
Digital Library of the Caribbean
Franklin Gazette
Lethbridge Herald
Logan Leader
Newfoundland
Niupepa-NZ
PapersPast-NZ
The British Colonist
The Corrector
The Long Islander

Table A.1: Name of twenty historical newspaper collections.

In each folder five images is named from “1.PNG” to “5.PNG”, with the
corresponded ground-truth data of columns stored in files named from “1.txt” to
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“5.txt”. In each folder, we have saved the process of segmentation of different
algorithms with its performance and evaluation results in HTML files. For
example, “HoughTransform.html” contains the entire process of segmentation
and evaluation of images within the folder of the Hough Transform algorithm. In
other folders, evaluation results of all images using different algorithms has been
saved in “algorithm name.csv” file, for example, “HoughTransform.csv” or
“RAST.csv”.

Folders with different naming have been created for each section of the
experiments, for section 4.9 Lower Scale Corpus Evaluation, folder name with the
format of “collection name-Low” was created. For section 4.10 De-skew Corpus
Evaluation with the folder name format of “collection name-Deskew”. Section
4.11 Scaling Corpus Evaluation with the folder name format of “collection
name-Scale”. Each folder containing the particular evaluation results for the each
experiment performed in each section.

File name, dimensions and resoultion for each image within a collection has been
shown in Table A.2 with the collection name listed in alphabatical orders.
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Image Dimension and Resolution
Australian Newspapers
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
3256 x 5119
300dpi
2.PNG
3256 x 5119
300dpi
3.PNG
3256 x 5119
300dpi
4.PNG
3256 x 5119
300dpi
4423 x 5569
300dpi
5.PNG
Austria Newspapers
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
1280 x 2004
96 dpi
2.PNG
3168 x 4066
300dpi
3.PNG
1280 x 2013
96 dpi
4.PNG
1024 x 1565
96 dpi
3168
x
4066
300dpi
5.PNG
Brooklyn Daily Eagle
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
2551 x 3295
150 dpi
2.PNG
2554 x 3330
150 dpi
3.PNG
2539 x 3312
150 dpi
4.PNG
2544 x 3344
150 dpi
2551 x 3294
150 dpi
5.PNG
Calgary Tribune
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
2787 x 3127
71 dpi
2.PNG
2129 x 3127
71 dpi
3.PNG
2129 x 3127
71 dpi
4.PNG
2129 x 3127
71 dpi
2129 x 3127
71 dpi
5.PNG
California Digital Newspaper Collection
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
1055 x 1457
96 dpi
2.PNG
1558 x 2191
96 dpi
3.PNG
1441 x 1929
99 dpi
4.PNG
1441 x 1929
99 dpi
1441 x 1929
99 dpi
5.PNG

Table A.2: All Image dimension and resoultion in each collection.
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File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG

Cape Vincent Eagle
Dimensions
1685 x 2803
1647 x 2738
2461 x 3237
2510 x 3213
2299 x 3052
Casa Grande Dispatch
Dimensions
2331 x 3037
2331 x 3042
2331 x 3042
2331 x 3042
2331 x 3042
Cherokee Phoenix
Dimensions
1185 x 1729
1275 x 1650
1165 x 1750
1169 x 1750
1177 x 1754
Colorado
Dimensions
5825 x 7199
5787 x 7369
6126 x 7611
5751 x 7141
6301 x 7721
Daily Enquirer
Dimensions
1675 x 2377
1634 x 2389
1675 x 2389
1661 x 2362
1695 x 2411

Resolution
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
Resolution
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
Resolution
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
Resolution
300 dpi
300 dpi
300 dpi
300 dpi
300 dpi
Resolution
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi

Table A.2: All Image dimension and resoultion in each collection.
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Digital Library of the Caribbean
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
1055 x 1535
96 dpi
2.PNG
1093 x 1535
96 dpi
3.PNG
910 x 1500
96 dpi
4.PNG
917 x 1500
151 dpi
1138
x
1535
96 dpi
5.PNG
Franklin Gazette
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
3727 x 4523
150 dpi
2.PNG
3265 x 4031
150 dpi
3.PNG
3698 x 4500
150 dpi
4.PNG
3627 x 4442
150 dpi
3665 x 4473
150 dpi
5.PNG
Lethbridge Herald
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
4888 x 7004
300 dpi
2.PNG
4767 x 7004
300 dpi
3.PNG
4521 x 6617
300 dpi
4.PNG
4937 x 7054
300 dpi
4983 x 7054
300 dpi
5.PNG
Logan Leader
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
3100 x 4067
99 dpi
2.PNG
3013 x 4128
99 dpi
3.PNG
3040 x 4056
99 dpi
4.PNG
3067 x 4063
99 dpi
3022 x 4142
99 dpi
5.PNG
Newfoundland
File Name
Dimensions
Resolution
1.PNG
1590 x 2211
150 dpi
2.PNG
1550 x 2211
150 dpi
3.PNG
1570 x 2258
150 dpi
4.PNG
1561 x 2231
150 dpi
1467 x 2128
150 dpi
5.PNG

Table A.2: All Image dimension and resoultion in each collection.
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File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG
File Name
1.PNG
2.PNG
3.PNG
4.PNG
5.PNG

Niupepa-NZ
Dimensions
1141 x 2043
1143 x 2070
739 x 794
770 x 1266
792 x 896
PapersPast-NZ
Dimensions
4063 x 5354
4063 x 5354
4063 x 5354
4000 x 5921
7150 x 9921
The British Colonist
Dimensions
1122 x 1586
1124 x 1595
1769 x 2516
1769 x 2493
1755 x 2488
The Corrector
Dimensions
1554 x 2779
1583 x 2637
1580 x 2772
1510 x 2852
1513 x 2823
The Long Islander
Dimensions
2137 x 2819
2137 x 2819
2137 x 2819
2137 x 2819
1993 x 2721

Resolution
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
Resolution
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
Resolution
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
150 dpi
Resolution
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
Resolution
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi
96 dpi

Table A.2: All Image dimension and resoultion in each collection.
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Corpus DVD-ROM
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